There is an expression in English that describes the behaviour of people who cease to support an organisation or activity as 'voting with their feet'. For example, when theatre goers leave a three-act play at the start of the second act, they are said to be expressing their opinion of the play by voting with their feet. What I am wondering is if people are doing something similar as regards sky glow. This thought is based on the recent publication in Science Advances of a paper entitled 'Artificially lit surface of the Earth at night increasing in radiance and extent' by Kyba et al. Apparently, it was hoped that the widespread adoption of LEDs for outdoor lighting would lead to a reduction in sky glow. There are technical reasons why this might have occurred because LEDs make tighter control of light distribution easier and hence make the direct emission of light at low upward angles, an important factor in producing sky glow, less likely. Unfortunately, new satellite measurements indicate that this has not happened. Indeed, the amount of radiance measured from space has continued to increase, particularly in countries with rapidly developing economies such as India. Even in countries with mature economies, such as the UK, USA and Japan, the radiance into space has continued to increase.
Sadly, the measurements made are also likely to be an underestimate because the spectral sensitivity of the satellite measurement system runs from 500 nm to 900 nm. This means all radiation below 500 nm is not detected and LEDs emit a lot of radiation below 500 nm. Even with this limitation, the fact remains that the sky glow implied by the satellite measurements has increased. Given all the publicity and advocacy about dark skies, why should this be so? Partly it is a matter of economics. If you make something that people value less expensive to use you can hardly be surprised if they use more of it, particularly if they had very little of it before. In other words, are people voting with their eyes? Are they saying that we care more about being able to see what is immediately around us at night than what is light years away? If this is so, then it poses a problem for those seeking to limit sky glow. The technical answers on how to limit sky glow are well known, what is missing are motivational answers so that behaviour is changed. Simply enthusing about the beauties of the night sky is apparently not enough. What is required is to understand what is driving the process. This means recognising the value people attach to having light available at night, understanding what it is that is important to that value and then developing the means to deliver what is important with minimum sky glow at less financial cost than is incurred by unrestrained lighting. Without such actions, seeking to limit sky glow may be a lost cause.
